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QUESTION 1

During a process discovery session, the business subject matter experts (SMEs) and the BPM analyst have created the
following process for a "3rd Party Grant Writing Process": 

The business subject matter experts (SMEs) insist that the review after the "Develop" activities will be completed
outside of the process platform. The process platform will be alerted that the reviews are complete and the process
should proceed to the "Archive" activities". 

How should the BPM analyst adjust the process so that the business requirements can be captured and a BPM
Developer can have enough information to build an executable process? 

A. Combine the "Review" milestone and the "Archive" milestone into "Review and Archive" 

B. Insert an Exception event on the process flow between "Complete Grant" and \\'Email and Save Grant\\' 
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C. Add a system swimlane and a message event to receive the review message (placed in new swimlane and the
"Review" milestone) 

D. Add a swimlane to the process diagram for a "Reviewer" role and an activity to accept the reviews (placed in new
swimlane and the \\'Review\\'milestone) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The Human Resources department has pre-selected 4 processes as candidates for BPM Implementation. They think all
these 4 processes have equal business value. They hire a BPM analyst to identify 1 process for BPM Implementation.
What questions must the BPM analyst ask in order to identify a process for implementing BPM. 

A. 1. Does the process change frequently? 

2.

 Are tasks being communicated informally through emails and phone calls? 

3.

 Does this project have enough IT challenges? 

4.

 Does the process integrate with at least 3 systems? 

B. 1. Does the process change frequently? 

2.

 Are tasks being communicated informally through emails and phone calls? 

3.

 Is the same data entered multiple times into multiple systems? 

4.

 Is there poor visibility into process performance? 

C. 1. Does the process integrate with at least 3 systems? 

2.

 Are tasks being communicated informally through emails and phone calls? 

3.

 Is the same data entered multiple times into multiple systems? 

4.

 Is there poor visibility into process performance? 
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D. 1. Is there poor visibility into process performance? 

2.

 Does the process have ad-hoc events? 

3.

 Is the same data entered multiple times into multiple systems? 

4.

 Does this project have enough IT challenges? 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company needs to improve their hiring process using a Business Process Management System (BPMS). Currently,
their hiring manager writes a free form email regarding a new open position and sends it to the HR manager for
approval. The hiring manager wants to standardize this activity using a BPMS. How should the BPM analyst define this
user story? 

A. As a BPMS, I want to provide an electronic form to the Hiring Manager, so that the Hiring Manager can complete the
request. 

B. As a BPMS, I want to provide an electronic form instead of a document so that the data can be saved and retrieved
for reporting purposes. 

C. As a Hiring Manager, I want to have a user interface with all the fields necessary to complete the hiring request form,
so that I can avoid using aword document. 

D. As a Hiring Manager, I want to complete the hiring request form and submit the form to the HR Manager, so that the
HR Manager can review myrequest and make a decision on filling this position. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A BPM analyst is mapping a Mortgage Loan Approval Process. When the applicant requests a loan, the Loan officer
must start the credit check, employment check and background check at the same time. How should the BPM analyst
map this process? 
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A. Exhibit A 

B. Exhibit B 

C. Exhibit C 

D. Exhibit D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

On a project, the BPM analyst defined the following to identify the Key Performance Indicator (KPI): 

-

The goal of the project was to improve the efficiency of the process. 

-

The concern was that the process was not fast enough. 

-
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The Critical to Quality (CTQ) was the speed of the process. 

-

The client was interested in the cycle time of the process. 

-

The time stamps at the beginning and at the end of the process are captured. 

Which step did the BPM analyst fail to perform in identifying the KPI? 

A. Know the client objectives 

B. Know how to define the client\\'s KPI 

C. Know the process decision makers 

D. Know the client\\'s Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A BPM analyst is documenting process problems during a discovery session. As a problem is raised, what are the two
key factors the BPM analyst needs to capture about each problem to be able to prioritize them later? 

A. The solution to the problem. 

B. When the problem first occurred and how often it occurred in each milestone. 

C. Severity and frequency of the problem at the process, milestone, or activity level. 

D. Who is the participant when the problem occurs and what other tasks does that participant complete. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A company needs to improve its hiring process and hired a BPM analyst to map the current state. During the process
discovery session, the team identifies that the process steps to review the "hiring" request are the same as the process
steps to review a "promotion/pay rise" request. What element should the BPM analyst use to map the activities needed
for the review of the "hiring" request in Blueworks Live? 

A. A sub-process. 

B. A different color. 

C. A linked process. 

D. A separate milestone. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

A playback has recently been completed and the team want to know when the next playback can be scheduled. What
expected time frame should the BPM analyst give to the team? 

A. 3 days 

B. 3 weeks 

C. 3 months 

D. 3 years 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A BPM analyst is discovering a process where the subject matter experts are explaining what to do when process
instances fail during system maintenance. Which symbol in the BlueWorks Live should the BPM analyst use to define
this process? 
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A. Exhibit A 

B. Exhibit B 

C. Exhibit C 

D. Exhibit D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A cable company is improving a process in their call center for requesting cable service. The new process will run in
IBM Business Process Manager V8.0. The call center supervisor would like to know how long it takes the customer
service representatives to answer the customer requests before passing the request to the engineering department to
provide the service. What should the BPM analyst recommend to address the measurement reporting requirement? 

A. Use the My Performance scoreboard with Provide Cable Service filter. 
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B. Use the My Team Performance scoreboard with the Answer Customer Request activity. 

C. Use IBM Business Monitor to create a custom report with events from the engineering department database. 

D. Create a custom report with tracking points in the process with cable service customer names. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A BPM analyst has built the following process diagram during a process discovery workshop. 

Each activity noted above will have a separate Coach displayed in IBM Business Process Manager V8.0. How would
the BPM analyst adjust the diagram to capture this requirement while adhering to best practices for proper process
modeling granularity? 

A. Combine the Developer\\'s 3 activities into a sub-process. 

B. Add a separate swimlane for each activity in the Developer swimlane. 

C. Add a separate milestones for each activity in the Developer swimlane. 

D. Color each activity with a different color to indicate separate Coaches. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12
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A BPM analyst needs to define user stories for development. What information does the BPM analyst need to know
about user stories? User stories: 

A. contain all required implementation details needed by developers. 

B. focus on what is required and not on how the requirements are met. 

C. support waterfall development and are completely defined before development begins. 

D. with less business value must not be defined since they are not going to be developed. 

Correct Answer: B 
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